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The silver boomlet
and therefore can be deployed with

Is the doubling of the silver price since June a signal of a turn in
metals prices, or just a maneuver?
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Around the City of London, there
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vinced that, somewhere down the line,
the only investment that will be worth
anything is investment placed in raw
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monetary arrangement should

source laid out, that "even in the abs

up, linking the value of all currencies

rise in the price of silver from July to

ence of a demand recovery, the down

to nations' raw materials output.

the end of October.
On Nov. 4, the press playdown

trend in supply could promote a sub
stantial price recovery."
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Sir George typifies both the think
ing and milieu of investors who have

13 cent rise in the

On copper, Switzerland's Neue
Zurcher Zeitung suggests that a major

a particular affection for silver as a
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copper-for-oil deal may have just been
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contracts for delivery, and there is
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nothing they would like better than to

lions going through the stock market,
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U.S. real estate, and into purchase of

ended. Dow Jones headed its morning
market report with a

What has happened is that silver,
which was sitting at a four-year low
last June at

$4.98, is now trading at
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countries,

change as a reference for pricing.
Most sources downplay the rumor
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The dilemma this London circuit

Treasury bills. With the exception of
T-bills, which will remain safe longer

$10.60. A big part of that rise oc
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Various rumors are circulating as
to why metals prices have shifted.

Who will benefit from the silver
and copper price rise?
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